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MASTER MATERIAL LIST

Overhead projector and marker
Chalk board and chalk
Graph paper for students
Rulers for each student
Film projector

"A Matter of Time" (25 min.)

"Of Broccoli & Pelicans and Celery & Seals" (30 m

"From the Face of the Earth" (13 min.)

Construction paper - large - for each student
Old magazines to be cut up
Scissors for students
Paste

Marking pens
Tagboard 18 x 24/student

3 x 5 cards (5/student)
Scotch tape
Fruit Fly Kit order from Chuck Hardy, ERAC, 433-2458

* These films are in high demand. I suggest that you order them in August, or at
least 3=5 months before the unit. They are ver good and add a lot to the unit.



iJOTLS TO TEACHER

Lessons 1-7 in this unit are plinned to take one 50 minute period each .

Lessons 8 and 9 should have 2 days per lesson.

All films are available from the film library at the E.R.A C. Order them early.

What the teacher is to say to the st d nt is written in s ript.

A number of pages in this unit are design d to be used in making dittos and trans-
parencies for the lessons. These are labelled.

If you should feel the need for some more information as back up, the following book
should help: The Limi s to Growth available at the Project ECOLogy office, ERAC,
433-2453.

Any junior high level science book should havL. lots of information about_pollution
which would give you background material. Some suggested texts are: (1) Teaching_

P ppylation Conce ts, Pat King/John Lardahl, S.PI.; (2) Population Education Resources
Pao et, Zero Popu ation Growth, Inc.; (3) Population Reference Bureau, 17-177,15TiiFE:
setts Ave. N. W., Washington D.C. 20036.

I tried to employ as much media as possible in this unit without deviating too far
from the math theme. Too often mathematics can become non-media oriented. There are
lots of projects, usually not associated with the math classroom. I hope your studen s
enjoy them.

CONCEPTUAL OVERVIEW OF UNIT

Exponents are mathematical shorthand. Exponential growth ohen base 1 means
a doubling each time of the new quantity.

2. Pie or circle graphs are used with '7, to illustrate and compare. tine graphs show
exponential growth as an upwards curve.

Population growth is exponential. Given a time period, it doubles.

Pollution is caused by people. Population grows exponentially, therefore pollution
grows exponentially, also. Pollution growth is very fast because the growth is
exponential.

5. Water pollutants come from the things we use daily.

6. Pollution hurts others, besides the polluter. Some pollution is invisible.

7; Review of lessons 1-6. Quiz.

Construction.of a pollu ion game using pollution and exponent questions rein-
forces the above concepts

We are responsible for the future. What will it be like?



LESSON 1

CONCEPT: Exponents

MATERIALS: Overhead projector and ma ker
Chalkboard and chalk
Fruit fly kit
Exponeht exercises for each student

PRO EDURE: Day 1

Write the wo -d exponent on the overhead.

What j hTo word?
Can someone come 4p and givo an example, On the board- of an exponent?
Now that We know what an oponent is, who can show wha

Student should show that the exponents tell the number of times a
numeral is used as a factor to get a product.

2 ,

3 = 3 x 3 = 9

4-
2

= 4 x 4 = 16

4
2 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 = 16

Introducn or rein o-ce idea of zero as exponent.

What k-ind oj' an answer do we get when we use zero as an exponent?
If students do not know, tell them - Any number that has an exponent
of zero Jill be equal to one, Examples on overhead showing various
numbers to the zero power all equal to one.

Exponents a'e much more powerful than most people realize. To show
the power of exponents, ask students the following parable about
exponential growth. If you had your choice, which would you take
(a) a penny, doubled on each of the 64 squoures on a checkerboard or
(b) $1,000,000?

Allow the students rest of class to work on problem.

Then show them that a penny doubled on each of 64 squares on a checker-
board would be equivalent to $95,658,249,499,392,430.08. - 100 zillion
dollars

The last exercise we just completed is an e ample of exponential growth.

See Insert #1 for detailed explanation of how the student could solve



EVALUATIVE
ACTIVITY:

up fruit fly kit - if one was avai able. See Insert

Give out exponential exercise sheet.

SUGGESTED
EXTRA

ACTIVITY: Snow film "Powers of Ten"



INSERT #1

Since we are doubling the penny, we carl use 2 as our base. Looking at a checkerboard

we can find a pattern as to what the final exponent will b

Exponents: Since there wi1 1 be 1 penny in the first
square, we can have the exponent be 0
since 2°,-1. The second square will have
2 pennies, therefore the exponent will
be 1, because 21----.2,...22=4. We find the
final exponent will be 63.

We can now use a visual method to find 2' This means 2 used as a base, 63 times.
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INSERT #2

FRUIT FLY KIT

Follow directions on kit.

Example: Day 1:

5

4

4

=
LL

4-0 2*

0 2

ni

1

lIuJItIIIn-

0#2
E3 #

1

tudent A
tudent B
tudent C

Average

ith tape mark off 3 squa es 1 " 1" at
3 levels on jar.

Each day of project assign 2-5 students
to take a count of fruit flies at eath
window and average each count. Plot
each count on large butcher paper graph,
displayed in some area of room.

Window 1 2 3

2 flie 0

5 1 0

3 0 0

3 1/3 1/3 0

LS Window 1

ED Window 2

C) Window 3

Day 1 2

Windo 1 2 3

Day 2: Studen A 1- -1
Student B 6 3 0

Student C 4 2 1

Student D 8 2 2

Average 6 2 1

9 1 0



LESSON 2

CONCEPT: Review of pie and iihe graphs.

MATERIALS: Overhead and marker
Graph paper for each student
A copy of transparenof 42A for each student
A copy of exercise for iLh student

PROCEDURE: Pie graphs - on overhead write the words "Pie Graph" and ask what this
term finplies.

Wiia (ioco ,t)Pin "pie" 1,,mpl,y? (Possible answers are round, piece
etc.

Explanation of pie graph,

Noot OP I 10 .'-* the plc graphs are in terms of percent. 71 1001 io
!;h(2 4urc: os df t,;X pic graph, hew much of the graph is 5N 2.5Z

Put transparency 2A on overhead.

Ala pie graph shows the types of pollution that ave in the air and the
concentration of each with respect to the other. What is the most
common aip pollutant? (Carbon monoxide, 47%)

What is the least corvon? (Nitric oxides, 10%)

What 1..-9 the sum of the percents represented by different sections
this pie graph?

Put transparency 28 on overhead.

This pie graph shows us where the dif erent pollutants come j-om.
Where does most of the air pllution come from? (Transportation, 42%)

Where does the least come from? (Solid Waste Disposal, SO

Line graphs - Put transparency 2C on overhead.

This is oalled a line graph. Most line graphs have too scales, vertical
and horizontal, one of which is usually some measurement of tine. What

is the time scale on this graph? (years)

What is the other e urement? (population

in what year wae or rii9ht the populata:on 2.)a over 4000? (1980)

What do you call the type informaton about 1980? (prediction)

We can call this a line extension graph. These graphs shokld hot be
used as fact, but to show a possible trend. The predicted part of the
graph can be shown by a dotted line.

12



EVALUATIVE
ACTIVITIES : Have studerFts answer questicts on graph handout.

Have students c rstruct graphs from information on hando

SUGGESTED

EXTRA
ACTIVITIES : Have students collect some d- a on thei r own and irtcarporate it i nto

a graph of -their own cho ice s
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Graph worksheet for lesson 2.

Name Date

Use pie graph to answer these questions.

1. The amount of Carbon Monoxide in the atmosphere is 2 times greater than that of

and added together.

2. The pieces of a pie g aph always add up t %.

Ighich pollutant is second most abundant
or

4. Which pollutant is least abundan

5. What is the sum of the percents the following pollutants represent:
Particulates
Carbon monoxides
Hydro carbons

Total

Use the information below to fill in the empty pie graph. The percents of the

pollutants have been changed from those of the previous example.

Oxides 2%

Particulates 50%
Hydro carbons 25%

Nitric Oxides 18%

Carbon Monoxides 5%
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LESSON 3

CONCEPT: Population growth is exponential, Given a tirtie peri d,

it doubbm

NATERIALS: Overhead and marker
Transparency 2C
Transparency 34
Graph paper and rulers for students

PROCEDURE: Put transparency 2C on ov rhead. Briefly review previous

lesson concerning exponen ial linear graphs.

What kind of a graph is is? (line)

Look at t
populatio

population in the pear 1920. f io the

(2000

rn what year will the oopulation be double this amount? (1975)

How long did it take for the p pulat'ion to double? (55 years)

Introduce idea of doubling time.

This 55 years is called the doubling time of this p

populati

Put transparency 3D on overhead. Reinforce idea of doubling

time.

Here is a )ther graph of a sample population. This

popu lation is also growing ezponentially. The graph aurvee

upwards. Let find the doubling time of our new population.

What ?Alas the population on June 20th? (2000)

When did the population reach 4000? (June 21st)

What, then, is the doubling time of this new populaticn. (1 day)

What do you think the population would be on June 23rd; (l,000)

Idea of prediction through use of exponential growth and

doubling time.

No,0 we see that from this graph we can not only ..fnd the
doubling time1 but we can a so guess what popu ations
ght be at any future time

Let's figure out the population growtl
OUP population might be in t:le future.

19
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.3-2

EVALUATIVE Ask students how many children in each family. Determine

ACTIVITY: average number of children per set of two parents. If a

generation is given to be twenty years we then compute the
doubling time.

How many children do each of you have in your ilies?

(Answers will vary, have a student writing down the numbers
on the board.)

Each student will now do thc arithmetic involved in theoe

computations.

Since there are X famiLies involved, divide your .um (S)
by X and you will get the average number of children per
pair of adults, S # X.

In order to get a numbex we can use th respect to individuals

instead of pairs of parents we are going to divide our number

again. What do you think we will divide it by? Hopefully

someone will come up with the number 2, because of 2 parents.)

Now we have the numbar S # (2X) which will be:the average
number of children per individual in a 20 year time span. A
picture of what might possibly happen if each individual ends
up with 2 children per generation would be the graph. On over-

head.

Ask: What will happen in 20 o years?

This stage will involve the construction of a population gra h.

Hand out graph paper and rulers to all students.

We're nOw ready to begi.n constructing our population graph.

Draw your axts along the bottom and left hand side of the

graph paper and leave enough room for labelling.

Teacher should use overhead to help in the construction of
graph, going step by step with students.

Labelling.

Along the bottom axis a '0 unit intervals, put a ma k and
This represents years.label by 20's i.e.; 20, 40, 60, SO.

Along the side axis, in 5 unit intervals label the graph by

i.e.; 1, 2, 3, 4....This represents population.

2 0



At zero, when we started counting how many people are we
starting with? (1)

What should we mark at 20? $ (a))

3-3

The next step we take involves the guessing or predicting
was speaking of. If the number of children per famiiy stays
the same then n another 20 years we will have S S populetton .

2X 2X

Compute the val. e of this, round it off and mark 2.t on your

4)(

graph.

What her way to write S .

2X
(with exponents)

Now we see why it is called exponentiai growth, we use exponents.

Prediction of future populations by using the exponential curve
and also by finding the doubling time.

Your graph should be completed for 5 generations. Once this
is completed, we can find our dot4bling time.

When did the pop lation roach 2 (answers will vary)

HoW long did it take to reach

What is as length of time cal ed? (doubling time)

We have been able to calculate the dotning time of a
population by knowing its growth rate.

Have students hand in graphs.

Though: u s ion: How long can exponential growth continue?
Living conditions?
Food?
Clothing?
Housing?
Disease?



TRANSPARENCY 3A
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LESSON 4

CONCEPT:. Ptllution is caused by people. Population grows exponentially,

therefore pollution grows exponentially. Pollution growth is
very fast because of exponential crowth.

MATERIALS: Overhead and marker
Projector
"A Matter of Time" film (25 min.

Graph paper for each student
Transparency #4A
Graphs students made for lesson 3.

PROCEDURE: Reinforcement of exponential graphing. Hand back graphs

from lesson 3. Review.

The gnaphs you just got baci cVe those you made in the

ptev-i,ous tuson. Ne tea/wed tzat poputation gum which
may? exponentially)

14 e P0P1CUa. OA deceiclAating? (accelerating)

Now we know two things. (Z) %potations gnaw exponentiato
and (2) Exponentiat gtowth is usually acceteaating.

What cause4 pollution? (people)

the souAce oti pollution gam exponentiatey, how do you.
think pottution woad have to grzow? (exponentially)

Uamination of some pollution graphs to illustrate the idea
of pollution growing exponentially.

Put transparency 4A on overhead.

Th4s shows us a gAaph 04 the amount o4 po1wt.on paesent and
the manneA in which it haz incaeased.

Vge4 it iatow the patteu o4 being an exponentia c ve? (yes)

What w,itt happen i4 nothing 4:4 done to check the gkowth o4

cutve? (Ideas: no more room for people, pollution will
choke off all other life, any ideas from students are good.

Write down above ideas on board.

We a4e now going to 4ee a 4iim about pollution. Watch Lt and

-See ,t6 the Wrn wite give you any new idea4 a.4 .to what r o4

the con.e.quence o u.'tahec.fzed pollution might be.

Show film.

Review of film.

23



4-2

EVALUATIVE Look at .some o he ideas thattve wtoe on the boatd beliote
ACTIVITIES: we saw the liam. Can you think 6,6 any make? What ate they?

List the new ideas on the board with the old ones.

SUGGESTED Have students write a "danger" list of things that could happen
EXTRA if pollution isn't checked.
ACTIVITIES:

2 4
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LESSON 5

CONCEPT: Pollutants come from the things we use daily.

MATERIALS: Tagboard for each studen- (construction paper)

Overhead and marker
Transparency 2B-
Magazines to be cut up
Scissors for students
Paste
Marking pens
Copy of ditto 5 for each student

PROCEDURE: What is pollution? Develop idea of what pollution is, and kinds

pollution there are.

What is pollution? (Children should give all different kinds of

answers. These should be discussed and questioned by you and other

students. Once all ideas have been presented give legal definition.)

Write on overhead the legal definition of pollution is "any impairment

of water, air or land quality that makes it unsuitable for beneficial

use."

EVALUATIVE
ACTIVITY:

What is the problem with a definiton like this one? (Some hunlan

polluter has to decide what is unsuitable and beneficial.)

Pollution that makes airs land or water look dirty is not the ray

kind of pollution. Can anyone think of what other kinds of polLution

there might be? (temperature thermal, chemical, abuse of resources,

non-human)

Each one of these types of pollution is caused by us, the pc)

Let's take a look at each one of the types of pollution id

some of the things they are caused by.

Using the ditto 1 have gvven you, fill in the spaces as ve talk about

each one.

In each of the above categories, there is a list of polluting agents.

These should come from the student. Only if they cannot come up with

them, should you fill in the blanks.

Once the list is finished, the student should use it in composing his

collage on pollution. Every time he/she is able to illustrate the

specific polluter he/she should circle it on the ditto. The nore

circled, the better the collage.

2 6



Now that we liave completed the dlitto, and have .a liot of

pollutero, you aro gol:ug to he compooing a ciollago that mIll
illuotrate the different kindo of opecl.'!c pollutero.

The ldea of a cottage ie a colorfu_l grouping of picturco tkit
tell, a otory. Each collage ohould have a title whIch you
think help° explain What you are trying to tell.

There are magazine°, oci000ro, paoto and marking polo Inr

you to uoe. Uoe your imagina.tion aud go to it!

The teacher should help and cirr.ulate as best he can. The

student should be allowed 60-90 minutes. Let them know how

much time they have.

They can try to illustrate one_type of pollution, all types,
direct pollution, indirect pollution.

Put up all collages in classroom.

If an example of a collage is available, show it to students to
,give them a visual hint.

27



lype of Pollution Polluting Anent Specifk Polluter

Cheffii Cd 1

Therifidl:

Misuse or Waste;

Eimernmeif:



Answer sheet for d. :0 5A

Type

Chemical

Thermal

Misuse.

Speciftc

Detergents Lux

Factories Tide
All

Cheer

Shampoos

Chemical wastes from DDT

factories

warms water when
industries dump
cooling water into
streams

Atomic reactors

over irrigation DDT runoff

leave taps running

Non-Human Nature

Smoke
Smog



LESSON 6

CONCEPT: Pollution hurts others besides the polluters themselves.
Direct and indirect pollution.

MTERIALS: Film "Of Broccoli, l'elicans, Celery and Seals" (30 min.

Projector
Overhead and marker
Pollution assignment of lesson 5

PROCEDURE: Rev ew briefly lesson 5. Examine some of the collages that
are displayed.

Yocterdx.i we learned that --ople are the major poll
ci:ther directly OP indz

This could be a jam session to work out definitions for how we
are direct or indirect polluters.

what -ts the di: erence between direct and indirect pollution?
(Answers should vary, direct: polluter uses item which in
turn pollutes; indirect: polluter uses item which doesn't

pollute, but whose manufacture caused pollution in the process.

y of showing the difference between direct and
Ln(2 Li ol Lt Z Cr1 la to -2:111i ina our actions.

(Z) fV77677

not T '7

rot aj

cat an L2lO, and thre, away the co__ we are
direotly, because the core will decompose or

eome part of the soil without disturbing nature.

- back to the apples origin at ti.

aee that DDT and other_cha als &er used en growing the apple,

can see t as un indirect poll

(2) A direct pollu_, agent is much ec
I do the dishes and use a detergent,
to find its way directly into the wa e
dire-, pollution.

EVALUATIVE Get out your pollution 1
ACTIVITY: our specific polluters and see

polluters.

to detect. _f
t detergent is going
Therefore it is a

son 5. Let's go over
,y are direct or .-

There's a hint, direct polluters are u ually ones we can see
and indirect polluters tend to be a little harder to find.
What do you think most of your list is going to be? Direct)

We are now
by pollut._

Show film.

goino to see a film about plants and animals hurt

31



LESSON 7

CONCEPT: Go over all of ideas covered in previous 6 lessons.
Quiz

MATERIALS: Overhead and marker
Copy of quiz for each student

PROCEDURE: Tnis lesson is a summary in a sense, it should bring together all
the terminology and concepts that have been examined in the ELE.
The last two lessons are summary activities where the student will
need to have all of his information on hand.

Ne ate going to -spend pant 06 today go, ng oveA some o6 the
matetiaE6 we have eaLected and 4nding out any o4 the new
vocabutaty we have tea/med. You ate going to need ate o yout

note/5 and cumignment6. You 6houtd at60 have a piece o6 note-
book papet. A6teA the neview, you witt be given a quiz.

As each topic or vocabulary word is reviewed, it should be
written on the overhead and left. Below are the concepts that

should be reviewed. Say each aloud to class, allow them to

give the definitions, you refine them, then write on overhead.

Exponents as shorthand
The exponent zero
The power of exponents (review chess board paradox
Pie graphs show % relations
Linear graphs, time and meas. quan.
Population growth is exponential
Doubling time
People cause pollution
Pollution grows exponentially
Prediction using exponential graphs
Exponential growth is accelerating
Direct pollution
Indirect pollution
Types of water pollution: chemical, thermal, misuse
Pollution hurts plants and animals

Give students quiz which will cover previous six lessons.
Before handing_it to them, about 5-8 minutes should be
allowed for valid questions.

You ate now going to take a 4h0/tt quiz concekning the
mateitiats we have tatked about in OUA piteviou's ZesAons.
Do you have any que5tion4 betiote 1 hand it out?

Quiz - 1015 minutes.

Correct quiz in class and hand back to student.

32



Ouiz

Lesson 7

Name

MATCHING:

1. doublinn time

2. exponent

direct pollution

Date

a. upward moving gr2ph

b. one

c. visible pollution happening at once

pie graph d. tempera ure

exponential graph e. people

6. X° f. prediction

7. chessboard paradox g. time it takes population to double

polluters h. shorthand in arithmetic

9. thermal i. illustration with percent

10. future j. $1,000,000

FILL-IN:

Three different kinds of water pollution are

and

caused by

Pollution grows

because population does, and pollution is

Pollution you can see immediately is

pollution and that which is a step pro-

Pollution does notcess of pollution is called

hurt the polluter only, it also hurts innocent and

SHORT ESSAY:

Write a short paragraph explaining doubling time. Give an example.



Pollution Game Questions
Lesson 8

Question Number of moves

1. The population was 100 in 1970 and
200 in 1971. What is its doubling

time?

Answer 1 year

What is the value of 10

Answer: 1000

3 4

2



LESSON 8

CONCEPT: The construction of a polluti n game using po lution and
exponent questions reinforces the concepts.

Tagboard for each student
3 x 5 cards, 5 for each student
Overhead and marker
Colored marking pens
Magazines for cut outs (optional)

PROCEDURE: Today you au going to be ming hc. mwtenaL 6 you have

coftected in making a pottutLun game. It 6howfd take you

aft petiod to con,stAuct the game and cakds that go with

the game. Tomah/LOW tiC. wite be getti.ng into gitoups to

peay the dtent game4 that eveAyone haz made.

It Lo a good idea to make a tough dkaKt 06 youk game on
a pCece o papeit belioke you put it on the tagboakd.

Put game transparency on overhead.

Th,65 to an exampte o what a game could foal Lae. VOLLAZ

6hOlad be much moke cofokAut, because you atie using

la/dzing pens.

Teacher can also put o her examples of what the games
could look like on the board such as below.

MATERIALS:

1111111111111.1111111.1111

IMO
muit

putiomotlitilli
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Game Cards: Mathematical or pollution questions that are
worth a cert in number of moves.

Atong with t e game boaluts, you wifl eiiclt be making up
6ive que.stions that a/Le eLthen potfuti n Ok math otiented.
The hatdet the questi_on, the mo/Le move_6 Lt shoutd be woAth.

Give students an example of both an easy and a hard question.
Ho question should be wo th more than four moves. Use samples
given in the ELE.

To Aow You what .Uhots o
you an eqmpte o an eas

q.LetAon4 cvte pobea /
and a hakd (LL(t.con.

Use any of the questions on the question supplement.

Rules for the game are up to the individual or group.
example of one particular set of rules follows:

Instead o6 dsing dice OA a spinget you witt
deteluimine the numbet o6 vacu you move by
con.Aeaty answeting the quest,Lon on the cand4
likom the dAaw pite. 16 you alloweit coiftectty,

move the numbet o6 time4 ill. the uppe4 /Light
hand cokneA.

Depending on whete you £aid you might get an
extu twat-, toe a tuAn OIL mpty continue
noAmat ptay.

EVALUATIVE On the day the games are completed, groups should be formed
ACTIVITY: and the games should be played.
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YOU RE-

CYCLED YOUR

BOTTLES,

TAKE EXTRA TURN

LOSE ONE TURN.

YOU HAVE A

LITTER BAG IN

YOUR CAR, TAKE

EXTRA TURN.

TAKE EXTRA TURN,

LOSE ONE TURN

YOU USE LOW NOS

PHATE DETERGENT,

YOU ARE

A LITTERBUG
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LESSON 9

CONCEPT: We are responsible for the fu ure of the earth.
What will the future be like?

MATERIALS: Science fiction story or film "From the Face of the Ea th"
Overhead and marker

PROCEDURE: Tell students a science fiction story that involves some
catastrophic occurance due to population or show film
"From the Face of the Earth".

EVALUATIVE
ACTIVITY:

Analyze s ory -y asking these three questions:

What Und o() poteution cau,sed the dioa,stek a the 6toky?
Did the CCCLLpafttó mite about the eveat, on. wute they hap,

avidet the neic 40tem?
M,s theke a way it coutd have beea avoided?

After this discussion the students are given an assignment
of writing their own science fiction stories of something
which could happen in the future.

The better -stories will have some mathematic or scientific
focus.

When all of the stori s are completed a journal should be
composed and distribu ed no later than two weeks after the
unit is complete.



For your convenience the films used in this ELE are listed on this tear out sheet. Simply add the dates
required and mail to the Instructional Material Cen er ERAC.

Project ECOLo-y

. .... ...
Detach here

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS HIGHLINE PEI( SCHOOLS

please try tu DlaLe orders

3 weeks In ADVANC n DUPLICATE

SCHOOL

sYmboiw t4r 11atvrtal

NA . not avalIahIo

Sub - snbq.itutNn

wilbilrawn

wit ilookot

ORIGINAL

TEACHER __ GRADE DATE_

FILM$THIP

NO, FILMSTRIPS TITLE
DATE NOT WANTED OAT

WANTEU 4141 Cc IRMED FILMS
DATE NOT ONTED 0A1

OVE) VER

A Matter of Time

f Broccoli & Pelicans &

From the Face of the Earth
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